
 

As you may know, the tendency of the keyword list is to keep growing. You can try several variations of this method for various effects. For example, you might want to move one or more lists up if they are not needed. When you go through this exercise once, it's not necessary to do it again right away because the list will change over time due to new words created and old ones dying off. If your list
does start getting unmanageable with a long tail, make a note in a note taking tool like Evernote or OneNote and repurpose it as needed. This list of keywords is the one you will be adding to over time. Think of it as a "Keywords List For Archives" or "Keywords List For New Product." When you want to make changes, copy the keyword list and make the adjustments where needed. If you use auto-
keyword suggestion files like Smart Keyword Pro or Keywordis, duplicate those lists and make new copies as needed. Keyman Pro does not show you how many keywords or list items exist in a given list, but it does have a built-in keyword count. Since most people tend to have an upper limit on keyword counts, most people probably never need to know how many keywords they have in one particular
keyword file. The following is a generic formula to figure out how many keywords there are in one keyword database. There are several variations on this formula, which all work the same way. The main thing to note is that since this is a fixed size file, you can calculate the average keyword count for any version of your list without having to change the file itself. Keyman Pro uses some variation of
this formula: where:  

This tool will help you locate any duplicate keywords in your list; it's especially useful if you want to eliminate all duplicates in one session of your list. It will also help you determine which duplicate keywords are talking about the same thing. 

Various word processors offer some sort of a duplicate search function. In the case of Windows Word, you will need to change the settings for your word processor to make it work properly.

The Keyman X2 spelling checker is not only useful for helping you find spelling errors, but also can be used to help you find duplicates within your keyword file. By setting the spell checker up to look at your keyword list, this tool will automatically highlight any duplicate words in your keyword list. It will also determine which words represent the same topic (see above). This type of check is usually
fairly accurate, but it does have its issues. For example, you may actually use the word "trave" in some of your documents and in others you will use the word "travel," and since Keyman does not differentiate between uppercase and lowercase letters, it will list both kinds of words as duplicates. Here's what you do:

Here's how it works:

The Keyman X2 spelling checker does not always work correctly if your keyword file contains a large number of duplicates, but it is a good place to start trying to eliminate duplicates from your list. It is especially useful for checking text entries that have been copied from a source sheet where two or more alternative spellings exist.
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